IMPOVERISHED
TEACHERS OR THE RICH
BITCHES OF
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS?
Which
side
are
you
on? I
have
been
an
avid,
if not
rabid,
sports
fan since I was a little kid. Still am. It would
be great to have sports back on a full scale.
But at what cost? How important is it really?
The NFL, MLB, NBA and NHL are all demanding
daily testing, even when they are, as Amy Trask
has coined it, “enbubbled”.
Not all the athletes are millionaires, many are
not paid near that and are just trying to hang
on and make a living for themselves and their
families. That is a good thing. But even the
common professional athlete makes many times
more than a teacher.
Who is more important to society in the long
run? The league personnel and athletes are
getting tested and traced relentlessly in their
bubbles and training camps because billionaire
owners, TV platforms and gambling lobbyists
demand it. They are tired of their gravy train
being interrupted. An understandable thing if in
their shoes. But 99.9% of the citizenry is not
in their shoes.
Teachers and their schools are being ordered to
open with nothing in place for their, or their

students’, safety. How many teachers in Florida
could be tested in Florida if the insane
capacity being expended in the Magic Kingdom on
the NBA were reallocated to a better benefit?
How will that play out with that which is
allocated to the NFL, MLB and NHL were
reallocated across the country?
Where are the real priorities in a time of
pandemic this country, and this world, has not
seen in the last 100 years?
I want to reemphasize, would love for all the
sports to be back. That would be wonderful.
Especially when we all are sequestered
unnaturally in our own homes.
But maybe teachers and their students….our
children….and the future of all are more
important than the current demand for sports.
The Covid danger is real, it is not a joke. It
is not partisan politics. Here is a
heartbreaking story. This man ran through my
neighborhood to a win. The young and strong are
in danger, not just the old and infirm.
Maybe, at least temporarily, our priorities
ought change. Maybe LeBron James and Tom Brady
should give their daily test to a teacher.

